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5116 192 4.52 1.59 31 3/4 9 1/2 38 6.96 4.01 127" 11

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

WR

DOB (Age)

11-25-91 (25)

Scout Name (Last, First) 

Mead, Tom

TEAM

Jacksonville Jaguars14–2nd–JAX

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

Southern California (CASC) 

Prospect (Last, First)

Lee, Marqise

2016: at KC 11/6, vs HOU 11/13, vs DEN 12/4, vs MIN 12/11, at IND 1/1

10

Winning %

26%

Positions Started

INJURIES

2016 - 63 Rec/105 Tgt, 851 Yds, 13.5Yds/Rec, 3TD, 60%Catch, 1 Fum. 2nd on the team in 
targets, receptions, yards and TD's (all career highs). In the NFL was 35th in Targets, 41st 
in Receptions and 37th in Yards.  Career - 115 Rec/206 Tgt, 1,464 Yds, 12.7 Yds/Rec, 5TD, 
56%Catch, 1Fum 

A 3rd year player who has started 15 of 39 career games including 6 of 16 in 2016. Played through a hip flexor
injury in week 17. Greg Olson‘s west coast offensive scheme used him in the slot and outside through the entire
route tree and on reverse/Jet sweep runs. Nathaniel Hackett replaced Olson after week 7 and kept the
offensive scheme fairly consistent and he has had the same position coach, Jerry Sullivan, since he was drafted.
He was used as a kickoff returner and can punt return in a pinch. He has solid height, weight, hands and arm
length with good AA with good quickness, balance, agility, acceleration, COD and explosiveness. He displays
good mental toughness to get open on 3rd down and move the chains on nearly 70% of his receptions. He uses
good mental processing pre snap to key and diagnose the coverage and how to attack it. He displays good
release vs Off coverage able to eat up space and pressure the DB and against Press he uses good quickness,
agility and hand usage to get off the LOS, turn the DB and gain the advantage. Post snap he is good at locating
the void in the zone and works back to the QB in scramble drill. He creates good separation in the short and
intermediate routes using a variety of ways including driving on good DB’s and getting them to commit their
hips, using good quickness, COD and explosion at the top of the stem and using his hands and body within the
route while displaying good competitiveness vs all competition. He displays very good hands consistently
catching the ball away from his body, able to track over his shoulder with good concentration and solid play
strength on contested catches and the courage to work the middle of the field. He’s exhibits good ability to
adjust to balls all around his frame while stationary or on the move, shows good ability to go up and get high
throws and to adjust to back shoulder throws. He has good awareness on sideline throws to secure the ball and
get both feet down. He shows solid ability after the catch with good COD and elusiveness to make DB/LB’s miss
with good acceleration up field and uses a stiff arm to try to avoid the tackle from DB’s, securing the ball tightly
to his body and covers up with two arms before contact especially inside. He shows solid ability as a blocker
showing good effort and willingness with solid play strength to be in position using a good base, hand
placement, agility and leg drive to handle his assignment. He struggles against more physical DB’s who can
match his quickness and square him up at the LOS having adequate play strength to move the DB or disengage
quickly particularly in the redzone working through traffic. He displays adequate physical toughness when
breaking tackles of DB’s often going down fairly easily. On deep balls, he doesn’t create consistent separation
getting over the top vs Off coverage lacking the extra gear to outrun good DB’s and he lets the ball come to him
instead of being aggressive or high pointing the ball. Overall, a good starting #2 or slot WR you can win with
who can win from the slot and outside in short and intermediate routes both inside and out throughout the
entire route tree and as a kick returner with good AA, acceleration, separation quickness and very good hands .
He will struggle vs physical DBs, has a lower body injury history and to this point in his career has struggled to
find the endzone consistently.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

39

Games Started

15

Games Won

Physical Toughness breaking tackles, Release vs physical corners, Separation deep vs. Off 
Coverage

PROJECTION A good starting #2 or slot WR you can win with who can win from the slot and outside in 
short and intermediate routes both inside and out throughout the entire route tree and as 
a kick returner with good AA, acceleration, separation quickness and very good hands . He 
will struggle vs physical DBs, has a lower body injury history and to this point in his career 
has struggled to find the endzone consistantly.

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST
AA, Quickness, Agility, Acceleration, COD, Separation Quickness, Hands, Body Adjust, 
Mental Processing 

WORST

Z/Slot WR

Any system where he can use his separation quickness and mental processing mainly in 
the short and intermediate passing game and on reverse/jet sweeps. 

2014-Hamstring Weeks 2-6, (Out Weeks 3-5), 2015 - Hamstring Weeks 1-7,9-11 (Out 
Weeks 1,4-7,9), 2016 - Hip Flexor  week 17  

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed


